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which can be found on the filesystem of a phone running SailfishOS 3.2. Currently, there
is no other known publicly available research and no commercially available solutions for
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the acquisition and analysis of this platform. This is a major gap, as the adoption of this
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OS is accelerating in emerging markets on low-cost devices. This paper presents many of
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the major forensics points of interest, such as call and text, log, phonebook, web browser
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artifacts as well as hardware-specific features.
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1.

Introduction and background

Mobile and embedded device forensics is becoming one of
the most challenging tasks during digital forensics investigations (Reiber, 2019). One common reason for this is the increased appearances of unknown (i.e., can not be processed
by most of the forensic tools) operating systems (e.g., SailfishOS and Ubuntu Touch) deployed in devices found in the
crime/incident scenes.
SailfishOS is a relatively unknown operating system for
embedded devices – cell phones, smartwatches, IoT. It is a
mixture of technologies dating back at least to 2015 when
OS2015, the OS preceding Maemo 5, was released. The platform has gone through several transformations, and despite it
is based on a Linux kernel and in open source software, there
are several peculiarities currently preventing most forensics
software from analyzing it. Even when the image is extracted
and as a result, some of the commonly used tools do not work
as expected. For example, a lot of the settings are stored in
SQLite databases with a popular database format; however,
schemas for the databases are not publicly available.

∗

It is unclear if the everchanging ownership or the inconsistent funding for the platform has led to the lack of interest from the specialized forensics tool vendors. As a result, at
present, there are no tools or methodologies for forensic acquisition and analysis of SailfishOS in the public domain. Furthermore, there is no forensics guideline available, and even
manual analysis is not currently possible without significant
research unveiling the locations of different artifacts.
In this paper, we address this issue by mapping some of
the common data and setting storage locations on the device pertinent to forensic analysis. Moreover, we also present
possible data acquisition techniques and available tools for
SailfishOS acquisition. Our experimental results show all the
details about the potential locations for forensically valuable
data and their structures. In the rest of this section, we present
a brief overview of SailfishOS and discuss its current and future use in our daily life.

1.1.

Sailfish overview

SailfishOS is a reasonably new Linux kernel-based operating
system designed for smartphones, smartwatches, tablets, and
other small factor devices. Originally it was developed by Jolla
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Oy to sell with their smartphones and tablets, but later it was
licensed to other companies like Intex (Ribeiro, 2015). Jolla Oy
was started in October of 2011 (Jolla 2020) by former Nokia employees, who wanted to continue work on the MeeGo operating system. SailfishOS is a descendant from the Mer Project
(MeeGo Reconstructed) (Mer Project. 2020; Lbt. 2011), featuring
a proprietary graphical user interface by Jolla. The Mer project
creation was announced in the same month Jolla Oy was
founded ([MeeGo-dev] 2011) and was itself prompted by the
Linux Foundation discontinuing support for MeeGo in favor of
Tizen. The codebase is mostly based on the MeeGo. MeeGo itself was a joint project by Nokia and Intel (Grabham, 2010),
which started in 2010, by merging their operating systems
Maemo and Moblin, which was effectively rebranding the
Maemo 6 “Harmattan” (Qgil 2010) and was intended to compete with Android (Tung, 2012). It was going to be the operating system for Nokia smartphones and other devices until the
company changed direction in 2011.
Originally Jolla Oy had created a reference hardware platform based on the Qualcomm 200 (Snapdragon 200 Processor 2019), 600 (Snapdragon 600 Processor 2019), and 800
(Snapdragon 800 Processor 2019) Snapdragon chipsets, which
in turn are based on the 32-bit ARM Cortex A5 and A7
reference designs, as well as the custom Qualcomm Krait
[(Krait (CPU). 2012; Shimpi and Klug, 2020)] 300 and 400 processors which support ARMv7 instruction set (Qualcomm 2011).
Ultimately Jolla restructured (Jolla 2015), and discontinued the
manufacturing of their hardware platform in December 2016
(Saarnio, 2016), due to problems with the Chinese manufacturer and delayed funding, and continued development of a
standalone operating system, while expressing the intention
to go back to manufacturing in the future (Lomas, 2020). To ensure compatibility across a wide range of devices, SailfishOS
heavily depends on the compatibility provided by a middleware layer, which is provided by the Mer project codebase
and supports ARM and Intel architectures. A prime example
is the smartwatch prototype (Sawh, 2017) released in 2017,
which is claimed to have been developed over a single month
(Nurski, 2016). In addition to the smartwatch, Jolla has published a long list (Jolla 2020) of compatible devices.

1.2.

cials by the end of 2021 (Rostelecom rebrands Sailfish OS as
Aurora 2020). One of the drivers for this development is based
on the need for independence from the US-based Android and
the entire Google ecosystem.
A similar sentiment is observed in China where Huawei is
discussing the potential deployment of Aurora OS on tablets
for an upcoming census (Rostelecom rebrands Sailfish OS as
Aurora 2020), as a part of the same effort, Russia is considering using Chinese manufactured hardware with its Aurora OS (Rostelecom rebrands Sailfish OS as Aurora 2020;
Rostelecom rebrands Sailfish OS as Aurora 2020). A deeper
partnership with Huawei may lead to an even larger footprint
of the Sailfish/Aurora OS.

2.

Related work

Current academic literature shows no relevant research activities on data acquisition or filesystems analysis of SailFishOS with one exception, which will be discussed below.
Through our literature review, we also searched for relevant
work in the XDA Developers Forums web site in particular
“https://forum.xda- developers.com/jolla- sailfish” sub-forum.
While the forum contains several resources, all focus on the
installation of the operating system and not the bit copy of a
full image, or filesystem analysis, and even organization.
At the time of this writing, the only research activity
is from September 2016, from an article in Forensic Focus
(De Courcier, 2016), which covers the acquisition from an older
SailfishOS (2.0.1.11) and the original Jolla hardware platform –
Jolla White JP-1301, which has long been discontinued, where
the author, Scar De Courcier, focuses on hardware, acquisition, and analysis. In this blog post, the author was not able to
deduce anything of practical use by looking at the hardware.
While several connection points were observed, which could
have been a JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) interface, they were
unable to investigate further due to time limitations. The specific chipset allowed them to use a particular feature during
the acquisition phase and connect to the device through USB,
after removing the battery of the phone. This chipset exposes
a Remote Network Driver Interface Specification (RNDIS) interface when powered through the USB port only and is seen
on the computer as a “Generic RNDIS device.” This approach
does not apply in our research as we are using a different hardware platform, which does not feature a field removable battery.
In the analysis phase, De Courcier attempted to use UFED
Physical Analyzer without any success, and so with X-Ways
Forensics, however, it was able to read the partition structure.
Then they successfully mounted the filesystem under Linux.
They were also able to use X-Ways Forensics to carve files successfully (Forensic Challenge 2020).

Current and future market penetration

As it appears, SailfishOS will have serious penetration as Jolla
focused on developing large scale partnerships with manufacturers BRICS countries (Lomas, 2020). After several large scale
contracts in India with Intex and Snapdeal (Akolawala, 2020)
and South Africa with Cell-C (Costello, 2015), the company
expanded to Russia where there was strong support, including grant money was given to developers to port their applications to SailfishOS (Lomas, 2015) by the Russian ministry of
telecommunications.
In 2018, the Russian government and state-owned Rostelecom acquired the majority owner (Jolla 2018), a shell company
called Votron (Votron OOO 2220) and Open Mobile Platform
LLC (Open Mobile Platform 2020), thus becoming a major investor in Jolla (Pienimäki, 2020; Rostelecom is new strategic investor 2020). The Russian government intends to roll out the
operating system, under the name Aurora OS, in the public
and government sectors, and transition 8 million state offi-

2.1.

Research on sailfishos predecessors

As the introduction section shows, SailfishOS comes from a
long lineage of software; therefore, we expanded our search
to include the names of predecessors, such as, “Mer Project,”
“MeeGo,” “Maemo,” “Moblin, “OS2005” and its fork “Aurora OS.”
This resulted in one academic – about Maemo and Nokia N900
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and other open-source tools for manual analysis. Our analysis was achieved by introducing small, controlled changes
through the graphical user interface after the baseline was established. Details about those changes, including but not limited to, type of change, time of change, parameters that were
changed will be discussed in the following sections. Once we
introduced a certain set of changes, the phone was imaged,
and the filesystem was compared to the baseline, to observe
those changes and document the location and file format of
the artifacts those changes produced. For each change, we
used two control points, namely the time it was introduced
and the difference with the baseline image. This process was
repeated as needed.

(Nokia N900 2020), and several popular matches, which, however, are pure keyword matches and are not in the scope of
this research.
In Lohrum (2020), the author presents the organization of
partitions, folders present in the root filesystem, browser artifacts, cookies, saved passwords, call logs, text messages, address book, calendar, media files, and email storage locations.
The paper also includes a reference to a SANS DFIR N900 cheat
sheet copy acquired from the Wayback Machine (Bryner, 2010).

2.2.
Acquisition and analysis through commercially
available software
After not finding a satisfactory number of sources discussing
SailfishOS forensics, we expanded our research to dedicated
forensics software. The search was conducted by looking for
“Sailfish OS” and “SailfishOS”, as the primary search word and
the name of the software product. Either was defined as a
mandatory search item. Out of the 12 digital forensic software products, only one turned out to process SailfishOS – MOBILedit (MOBILedit 2020). 0 summarizes the tool comparison
results. The keyword match count shows how many search
results were returned for each search.

3.

4.

In order to conduct our experiment, we set up SailfishOS on
one of the supported hardware platforms, using the developer provided procedures, and proceeded as if we were dealing with a cell phone acquired at a crime scene. Initially, we
attempted acquisition using commercial software and then
switched to an open-source. Similarly, for the analysis, we analyzed the acquired image with both proprietary and opensource tools.

Methodology overview

4.1.

The research mainly consists of two parts, or phases, acquisition, and analysis. In both phases, both commercial and opensource tools were used. To produce consistent and repeatable
results, a single device was used throughout the experiment,
which was set up in a particular way. Whenever there was a
need for it to be reinstalled, the same procedure was used, and
a new baseline was established.

3.1.

Hardware setup

In our experiment, a single SIM, Sony Xperia XA2 H3113
(Sony Xperia XA2 2020) phone was used. The device is based
on the Qualcomm SDM630 Snapdragon 630 chipset and comes
with 3GB of RAM, 32GB flash memory, and 5.2 display. The
phone also supports 4G LTE.
The forensics workstation we used was Windows 10 Pro
1909, build 18363.719, 64-bit, running under a VMWare Workstation hypervisor version 15.5.2 build-15785246, with allocated 16GB RAM and two processors, with two cores, at
2.3 GHz. The host OS was Windows Pro 1909, build 18363.778,
64-bit, Core i9-9880H @ 2.30 GHz, eight cores, with 64 GB RAM.
All test data were on the host filesystem and were accessed
through VMWare shared folder drives. This would introduce a
minor delay but allow for flexibility where all code and software could be a snapshot between software updates. This way,
the software could be reverted to a specific patch level. The
Autopsy version used was 4.14.0 and Axiom 3.11.0.19007.

Acquisition

The acquisition phase is particularly important, not only because there would be no analysis phase if it would fail, but also
because a good baseline was needed for comparison before
and after changes were introduced. During our research, multiple methods for the acquisition were tested. First, we used
commercial tools such as Magnet Axiom Process, Cellebrite
UFED 4PC. We then used open-source tools such as dd and
TWRP (TeamWin Recovery) (TWRP for Sony Xperia XA2 2020).
Finally, we conducted some Sailfish specific acquisition methods. Immediately after installation, the device was imaged,
and that image was used as a baseline. As there were different ways the device would be acquired, the most time-efficient
and complete process was chosen for creating the baseline.

3.2.

Experiment setup and procedures

4.2.

SalifishOS installation

SailfishOS Jolla 3.2.1.20 (software image SailfishOS-Jolla3.2.1.20-h3113-0.0.7.27) was purchased from the sailfishos.org
website (Ahoy 2020), and installed on the phone, using the Jolla
provided instructions (Installing Sailfish X using Linux 2020),
using a laptop running Linux Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS.
In addition, TWRP, version 3.3.1.6-pioneer was used for full
partition backup. TWRP was not installed persistently on the
device and was only loaded using the fastboot boot <twrp>
command. For TWRP to load, after SailfishOS was installed,
the phone bootloader was left unlocked. Leaving the bootloader unlocked is a difference from the standard install procedure. However, it would have no bearing on the experiment

Analysis

The analysis phase of our research focuses on the analysis of
the filesystem artifacts, artifact storage locations, and documenting them in detail. In this paper, we included all the artifact locations and structures. In this phase, we used the Magnet Axiom Process and Examine, Cellebrite UFED 4PC, Autopsy
(Autopsy 2020), as well as, the Sleuth Kit (The Sleuth Kit 2020)
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ssh nemo@<phone IP>, and using the password we set on the
device.
Typing in “su-devel” and the password we set to acquire
root access.
Once root shell was acquired, we were able to transfer the
data out either over the USB interface or over Wi-Fi, the latter
being much faster, while the former was simpler to set up.
Data acquisition itself can be accomplished via several
primitives, depending on the goal. but the tools dd and tar are
the two primary ones. The former for large amounts of block
data, and the latter, if a select set of files and directories needs
to be extracted. In our experiments, dd was used to image the
entire physical device, which in our case was mmcblk0. As the
speed of the USB and Wi-Fi interfaces is faster than the ability of the phone application processor to compress data, compression was not used. We used the following commands to
utilize dd:

as it is designed to secure the data on the device from physical
access to the device. In our case, there was no sensitive data
on the device; therefore, the threat envelope did not warrant
physical security requirements.

4.3.

Acquisition procedures

The acquisition was attempted using commercial tools like
Magnet Axiom Process and UFED and progressed to using
tools like dd combined with nc, both via bootloading TWRP,
as well as, using the native command-line shell on the device.

4.3.1.

Using Magnet Axiom Process and UFED

Acquisition with commercial software is accomplished by following the software vendor instructions. As there is no specific SailfishOS acquisition function, we attempted acquisition
methods available for both Android and iOS devices.

4.3.2.

(phone) dd if=/dev/mmcblk0
/dev/tcp/<host IP>/<port>
(host) nc -l -p <port>

Acquisition through TWRP

TWRP is an alternative boot recovery image and has wide penetration across different platforms. It provides a very wide
range of functions, including but not limited to installation of
images, memory wiping, backup and restore, ability to navigate the filesystem, and some advanced features pertinent to
Android maintenance. In addition, it provides an Android Debugging Bridge (ADB) interface.
TWRP can be utilized in one of two ways, namely backup
and through ADB. Regardless of which one we chose, we
needed to make the phone boot it. For Xperia XA2, this was
achieved by holding the volume up and plugging the phone
into a USB port of a computer. When the phone’s status LED
was turned to blue, the button was released (Installing Sailfish
X using Linux 2020).
On the command line, we needed to issue fastboot boot
<twrp>. This made the phone boot into TWRP; hence we were
able to execute the backup following the instructions.
The second way to acquire data from the phone is to use
“dd” and send the output through the USB connection to the
computer. To do that we issued the following commands:

4.4.

Analysis procedures

We performed our forensic analysis using Magnet Axiom Examine, Autopsy and manually using timestamps and file hash
differences. Before we started our analysis, a baseline of the
phone was created, and then changes were introduced to
the device. Those changes were introduced mostly through
the user interface, and their time of introduction was documented.

4.4.1.

Changes to the phone

During the course of this research, the following changes were
introduced on the device: Adding a phone book entry, placing a call, sending a text message, turning airplane mode on,
adding a calendar item, taking a note, taking a picture, turning location services on, turning Wi-Fi on, setting up email and
retrieving mail, visiting a web site, enabling developer mode,
setting up a password for SSH/root access, enabling remote
connection, setting up address, plugging in a cable, initiating
and disconnecting ssh session, and shutting the phone down.

(host) adb forward tcp:<host port>
tcp:<device port>
(host) adb shell
(phone) dd if=/dev/<block device> | nc -l
-p <device port>
(host) nc 127.0.0.1 <host port> > <block
device>.dd
4.3.3.

>

4.4.2.

Magnet axiom examine and autopsy

Magnet Axiom procedures were straight forward. We simply
imported the acquired images and let the software analyze
them by disabling file carving, as well as image detection and
recognition. File carving is useful during an actual investigation when evidence may have been deleted. In this research,
we are looking for artifact placement in general, and we also
control what is modified on the phone. From that perspective, file carving will not give us anything new but would delay the process immensely. Furthermore, when the artifact
placement schema is still unknown, discovering fragments of
files may only cause the software to interpret the results incorrectly, assuming, for example, the Android context, as the
physical device came with Android pre-installed.

SailfishOS developer mode approach

SailfishOS is unique as it allows us to acquire a command-line
shell on the device without any difficulty and without wiping
the data. To enable developer mode, we performed the following steps:
“Settings” > “Developer tools” > “Developer mode” setting
to “on”. “Remote connection” setting to “on”.
Setting a password and change the “USB IP address” if necessary, default is “192.168.2.15/24 .
Plugging in the USB cable and selecting “Developer mode”.
On the host setting IP address for the USB interface: ifconfig
<interface> <host IP> netmask <mask>. ssh into the host:

4.4.3.

Manual

This method was the most open to modifications as the process develops. The starting point was MD5 hashing of the files
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Table 1 – Forensic software search result summary.

Table 2 – USB Interface States for Sony Xperia XA2.

Software
Name

Processing
SailfishOS

Keyword
match

USB Number and Identification

Autopsy
Axiom
Cellebrite

No
No
No

1
14
9

EnCase
FTK
GetData
Forensic Explorer
OSForensics
The Sleuth Kit
SANS SIFT
ISEEK
X-Ways

No
No
No

13
15
8

No
No
No
No
No

0
3
0
0
0

MOBILedit

Yes

>100

Notes

One match from
Sep 2016, reports
failure to acquire
(De Courcier, 2016).

One match from
Sep 2016
(De Courcier, 2016)
reports
successful
partition
processing but
failure to
analyze.
MOBILedit web
site
(MOBILedit 2020),
multiple forums
in Russian and
Polish but not
conclusive.

Experimental results

Identification

0×0afe

Bootloader

0×0fce

0×0dde

OS Running

0×0fce

0×0afe

Developer
mode

0×0fce

0×0a02

Sony Ericsson Mobile
Communications AB
Sony Ericsson Mobile
Communications AB
Xperia Mini Pro
Bootloader
Sony Ericsson Mobile
Communications AB
Sony Ericsson Mobile
Communications AB

5.3.

Acquisition results

During the acquisition process, it was discovered that none
of the stock tools were able to acquire the device properly or
at all. This extends both to the commercial and open-source
tools (e.g., TWRP). Success was achieved through manual acquisition using some lower-level tools (e.g., dd, nc, and TWRP),
but TWRP was only used as a bootloader so dd and nc can be
utilized.

USB interface states

When connected to Linux, the phone was recognized as a USB
device, always with the major number of 0×0fce. The minor
number was different based on the state in which the device
was in. Table 1 summarizes the minor numbers for the Sony
Xperia XA2 observed during the experiment.

5.2.

Minor

0×0fce

Xperia XA2 exposes a rndis0 interface to connect with the
host over USB; wlan0 interface for Wi-Fi connectivity, rmnet_ipa0 for data over the cell network, and a loopback interface lo for inter-process communication.

In our experiment, we went through a progression starting from the installation of the software on a new device,
through acquisition and analysis. The SailfishOS installation proceeded as planned, using the guidelines presented in
(Installing Sailfish X using Linux 2020). Below we discuss our
findings at each step.

5.1.

Major

Charging

ifconfig enp0s20f0u1 192.168.2.1
ssh nemo@192.168.2.20
Last login: Wed Apr 22 13:53:08 2020 from
192.168.2.1,
--| Sailfish OS 3.2.1.20 (Nuuksio)’
--[nemo@XperiaXA2 ~]$ devel-su
[root@XperiaXA2 nemo]# ifconfig
lo
Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
rmnet_ipa0 Link encap:UNSPEC HWaddr
00-00-...
UP RUNNING MTU:2000 Metric:1
rndis0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr
E2:E0:EB:...
inet addr:192.168.2.20 Mask:255. 255.255.0
wlan0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr
D4:38:9C:A8:...
inet addr:10.185.197.67 Mask:255.
255.255.0

of a baseline image and the modified ones, then comparing
the hashes and investigating the contents of the ones that
differ, as well as cross-correlating with the timestamps of the
changes.

5.

Phone State

5.3.1. Acquisition with commercial software – UFED/Magnet
Axiom
The acquisition was attempted using Celebrate UFED and
Magnet Axiom Process. In both cases, the software was unable to recognize the phone. This was not a surprise as both
programs use the ADB interface, which is not supported by
SailfishOS. In future work, it will be interesting to investigate
how the software will behave if ADB is provided by a recovery
bootloader like TWRP.

SSH connection to the device and network interfaces

Connecting to the device was also straight forward. An
abridged version is provided below, and a detailed one is given
in Appendix C: SSH, root shell, network interfaces.
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Acquisition with TWRP

Table 3 – Times by method of acquisition.

TWRP offers two options for acquisition. In both cases, the
TWRP image needs to be loaded using fastboot executing the
following command:

fastboot boot twrp-3.3.1-6-pioneer.img
To acquire the image using the “backup” option, the user
menu “backup” option was selected, and a USB stick was connected to the phone. The backup process took 4:54 min. TWRP
understands the Android partition scheme and, as a result,
generates an error if the “data” partition is selected for backup.
If all other options like Boot, System, System Image, Vendor
and Vendor Image are selected, it would still not image the
Sailfish user partition but rather only the images used for
upgrade, and the core image which is installed. A full list of
files can be found in Appendix E: Files Resulting from a TWRP
Backup.
When loaded as bootloader, TWRP provides an ADB interface, including ADB shell. When we used this feature, in conjunction with dd and netcat, acquisition over USB took approximately 18:56 min. The following commands were utilized:

Time, min

Result

TWRP Backup
TWRP ADB

4:54
18:56

Sailfish SSH – full

16:36

Sailfish SSH – home
Sailfish SSH – root
Axiom Process

9:52
1:22
fail

Cellebrite UFED

fail

Vendor images only
Full flash image; all
partitions
Full flash image; all
partitions
Entire home partition
Entire root partition
No ADB interface
supported
No ADB interface
supported

partitions of interest are listed in Fig. 1. and the rest are detailed in Appendix B: Sailfish Partition Table Information.

5.5.

Mounted partitions

It is apparent from the partition information above that all
functional partitions are either ext4 or fuse. The two partitions
of utmost interest are sailfish-root and sailfish-home. The former contains global settings and is mostly untouched, and the
latter contains all user-specific data and some global settings.
The following section on artifacts will cover in detail their locations.

(host) nc 127.0.0.1 5500 > twrd-dd-nc.dd
(host) adb forward tcp:5500
(host) adb shell
(phone) dd if=/dev/block/mmcblk0 | nc -l
-p 5500

This process worked very well; it allowed for full flash extraction, which included all partitions.

5.3.3.

Method

Sailfish developer mode acquisition

5.6.

After following the “Sailfish developer mode acquisition” procedure and acquiring a root shell, the following commands
were executed:

Introducing changes

After establishing the baseline, the changes mentioned above
were introduced. Table 1, in Appendix A: Changes introduced
to Sony Xperia XA2 during analysis, summarizes the type of
changes and the time they were introduced.

dd if=/dev/mmcblk0 > /dev/tcp/192.168.2.4
/5500
The acquisition of 31 GB completed in 16:36 min.

dd if=/dev/mapper/sailfish-home >
/dev/tcp/192.168.2.4/5500

5.7.

The acquisition of 19 GB completed in 9:52 min.

Both Axiom and Autopsy were able to open the individually
extracted partition image files acquired by any dd (from shell
or TWRP) and were able to recognize the filesystems and individual files as such; however, all artifact categorization was off.
The only thing that worked was finding keywords and regular
expressions and pointing to the files that match those. In addition, they were able to interpret different file formats, such
as images and SQLite databases, and extract EXIF information
for the former, and parse the table structure for the latter, but
without being able to interpret the schema. Similarly, compressed files were properly detected and opened, and email

dd if=/dev/mapper/sailfish-root >
/dev/tcp/192.168.2.4/5500

The acquisition of 2.6 GB completed in 1:22 min.
The complete details can be seen in Appendix D: Example
acquisition using dd from Sailfish root shell. 0 summarizes the
times for acquisition between different methods in minutes.

5.4.

Analysis results

Partition schema

When installed on Sony Xperia XA2 H3113, the SailfishOS Jolla
3.2.1.20 installer automatically created 80 partitions. The few

Fig. 1 – Mounted partitions on SailfishOS during normal operation.
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formatted files were interpreted as such. At the same time,
there were many false positives where a shared object (.so)
file was carved and misattributed. So, from the analysis point
of view, Magnet Axiom and Autopsy were unable to deliver a
result.
Having shown how the automated software has failed, the
rest of the acquisition was made manually through comparing
MD5 hashes and file timestamp changes to determine what
data changed and what operation it pertained to. Then each
of those changes was examined. It is possible that two phone
changes may have resulted in changing the same file on the
filesystem, which would have caused only the latter timestamp to be recorded. This does not change things as it was still
visible that the file in question has changed, and after analysis and comparison with the original file, it was apparent what
part of the file changed pertained to which operation. In some
cases, the changes in the filesystem were confirmed by introducing yet another change to confirm the expected file has
changed. As the artifacts observed are the main focus of this
paper as well as they are produced through manual analysis,
a separate section will be dedicated to them.

6.

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

Table:
Description:
Table:
Description:

Location:
Type:
Tables:
Description:

6.3.

Artifacts

Address book/Contacts

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:
Description:

Images

During our analysis, we determined that the images in Sailfish
were stored in the nemo/Pictures folder, which is located on
the home partition. This directory is further divided in Camera, Default, Screenshots (see below), where Default holds the
images which come by default with the OS.

nemo/Pictures/Camera/
nemo/Pictures/Default/
nemo/Pictures/Screenshots/

6.2.

/home/nemo/.config/signond/signon-secrets.db
sqlite database
CREDENTIALS, STORE
Contains credentials to access external services
which can be unencrypted passwords, tokens,
etc. Fig. 3. illustrates this.

All contact information is stored in contacts.db that has 28
tables, which are illustrated in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 as well as Fig.
2 in Appendix F.

This section contains a list of forensics artifacts and their locations in detail. Those artifacts were discovered through the
examination of file timestamps, file hash changes, as well as
the search of string that were planted while the controlled
changes were introduced. All timestamps, unless otherwise
specified, are expressed in UNIX time format, that is the number of seconds since UNIX’s Epoch.

6.1.

/home/nemo/.config/libaccountsglib/accounts.db
sqlite database
Accounts (See Fig. 2).
Name – login name
Provider: service type (“jolla” – Jolla Oy web
account). See below.
Enabled – 1, if true; 0 – false.
Services
Full list defined in table “Services” (See Fig.
1 in Appendix F).
Settings
Contains normalized settings related to table
Services using the “service” field as shown in
Fig. 3. The file also contains tables Signatures
and sqlite_sequence. Note that the credentials
were not located in this file but in file
signon-secrets.db.

User accounts

The user accounts are spread among several locations.

/home/nemo/.local/share/system/privileged/
Contacts/qtcontacts-sqlite/contacts.db
sqlite database
Contacts (displayLabel, firstName, etc.),
EmailAddresses, Addresses, PhoneNumbers.
Different tables are related to table Contacts
by the “contactID” field.
Special mention is required for
“DeletedContacts”, which contrary to its
name does not contain deleted contacts
when opened with sqlitebrowser
(DB Browser for SQLite 2020). Further
investigation needs to be conducted to see if
deleted contact information can be extracted
from the contacts.db file. It, also, needs to be
noted that the database file had the same
size as it did before the entry was deleted. An
additional attempt to recover the entry with
sqlparse.py (Mdegrazia 2020) was attempted
but again without success. It was also
observed that the WAL (write ahead log)
increased by a little over the size of the
database file, which leads to the speculation
the information will probably be found there.

Fig. 2 – A view of the Accounts table in accounts.db.
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6.4.

Calendar data

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

Table:
Description:

Fig. 3 – A view of table Settings in accounts.db.

Table:
Description:

6.5.

/home/nemo/.local/share/system/privileged/
Calendar/mkcal.db
sqlite database
Components
Components shown in Fig. 7 contains the
calendar events with their corresponding
names, start/end times, time zone, as
deletion time, if the event was deleted.
Calendars
Calendars contains the different calendars
the user has access to. It indexes back into
the Components table.
Attendees
Attendees contains the attendees invited to
each event, linked to Components by the
ComponentId field. Attendees can be
duplicated as they may attend more than
one event.
In addition, the database also includes the
following tables: Alarm, Calendarproperties,
Customproperties, Rdates, Recursive,
Timezones, Version, sqlite_sequence.

Web browser data

The default browser in Sailfish is de facto Mozilla Firefox1 , so
we are not going to cover all aspects of it, but it should be possible to analyze using standard tools set. Presented here is only
the manual analysis performed as a part of this study.

Location:
Type:
Description:

/home/.mozilla/mozembed/cache2/
directory
This directory represents the items cached
by the browser.

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:
Table:
Description:

/home/nemo/.mozilla/mozembed/key4.db
sqlite database
metadata
metaData contains credentials for websites.
nssPrivate
nssPrivate contains private keys for access to
websites.
Both metaData and nssPrivate work in
conjunction with logins.json.
/home/nemo/.mozilla/mozembed/cert9.db
sqlite database
nssPublic
nssPublic contains a list of the trusted
certificate authorities in the browser. It’s
interesting to note this is a very short list of
only 21 entries.
The full list is featured in Fig. 4 in
Appendix F.

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

1
The browser version used for this research is Firefox/45.0; SailfishBrowser/1.0.
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Fig. 4 – A view of credentials in tables CREDENTIALS and STORE in signon-secrets.db.

Fig. 5 – A view of table Addresses in contacts.db.

Fig. 6 – A view of table EmailAddresses in contacts.db.

Fig. 7 – A view of table Contacts in contacts.db.

Fig. 8 – A view of table Components in mkcal.db.
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Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

Location:
Type:
Description:

/home/nemo/.mozilla/mozembed/
SiteSecurityServiceState.txt
file
This file contains a list of websites that have
been visited and requested HSTS (HTTP
Strict Transport Security) and can be useful
in determining what sites may have been
visited after browser history has been
scrubbed.

Calls and text messages

Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

Table:
Description:

6.7.

/home/nemo/.mozilla/mozembed/
cookies.sqlite
sqlite database
mozCookies
Field baseDomain contains the origin
domain name value contains the cookie
name.
Other fields worth being noted are host,
path, expiry, lastAccessed, creationtime,
isSecure, isHttpInly and originAttributes.

Fig. 9 – View of table Events in commhistory.db.

6.6.

computers & security 99 (2020) 102054

/home/nemo/.local/share/
commhistory/commhistory.db
sqlite database
Events
Events shown in Fig. 9 contains both incoming
and outgoing calls/text messages. If the
direction field is 2, the event is outgoing, and if 1
– incoming.
The other party identifier is stored in
remoteUid. The receiving application is stored
in localUid. The default phone application is
Telepathy (Telepathy Framework 2020). The
startTime and endTime field designate
beginning and end of a call, and when a text
message was sent. The type is 3 for phone calls
and 2 for SMS messages.
The freeText field contains the text message
contents and is empty for voice calls.
For conducted calls, the lastModified field will
be updated and likely to have the value of
endTime, while for missed and rejected calls, it
will be 0. If a call was rejected, the isMissedCall
column would have 0 in it, and for missed calls,
it will be 1.
Other fields of interest are: isDraft, isRead,
isEmergencyCall, isDeleted.
EventProperties
EventProperties shown in Fig. 9 provides the
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI)
and links back to the Events table through
eventId, effectively showing which SIM card
was involved in a particular event.

Device-specific information

This section contains a collection of artifacts pertaining to the
device.
Location:
Type:
Description:

/data/vendor/wifi/wlan_mac.bin
file
This file contains the MAC address of the
Wi-Fi interface as below.
Intf0MacAddress=D4389CA8XXXX
END
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Location:
Type:
Description:

/home/.system/var/lib/connman/wifi_∗ /stats.home
file
This file contains information about the last WiFi
network the device connected to.
[wifi_∗ _managed_none]
Name=Asp…
SSID=417370697…
Frequency=5805
Favorite=true
AutoConnect=true
Modified=2020-04-23T04:53:38.396259Z
IPv4.method=dhcp
IPv6.method=auto
IPv6.privacy=disabled
IPv4.DHCP.LastAddress=10.185.197.67

Location:
Type:
Description:

/home/.android/data/misc/wifi/WifiConfigStore.xml
file
This file contains information about Wi-Fi
networks the phone has connected to and the last
IP address assigned.
/data/vendor/bluetooth/bluetooth_bdaddr
File

Location:
Type:

Description:

This file contains the MAC address of Bluetooth
interface.
d4:38:9c:a8:XX:XX

Location:
Type:
Description:

/var/lib/usb-moded/usb-moded.ini
file
This file contains the IP address assigned to the
USB interface for developer access. It also lists the
modes allowed for the USB interface.
[usbmode]
whitelist=mtp_mode,host_mode,mass_storage,
developer_mode,
adb_mode,connection_sharing,diag_mode

Fig. 11 – Vew of table siminfo showing the icc_id of the card used in the phone.

Fig. 10 – View of table EventProperties in commhistory.db.

[network]
ip=192.168.2.20
Location:
Type:
Description:

/home/nemo/.bash_history and /root/.bash_history
file
Those files contain a history of the commands
executed when accessing the phone through
developer mode ssh access, as well as when the
local terminal application is running. The first file
is for user level access and the second for root level
access.
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Location:
Type:
Table:
Description:

Location:

Fig. 12 – Table carriers in telephony.db contains information on the different carries.

Type:
Table:
Description:

Location:
Type:
Description:

7.

/home/.android/data/user_de/0/com.android.
providers.telephony/databases/telephony.db
sqlite database
siminfo
This table (depicted in Fig. 10) contains the chip
number of the SIM card, which was last used in the
cell phone. It is stored in table siminfo, under
icc_idd. In fields mcc and mnc can be found the
carrier information. This database also contains
preprogrammed settings for different carriers in
the table carriers (see Fig. 11).
nemo/.local/share/system/privileged/Contacts/
qtcontacts-sqlite/contacts.db
sqlite database
OriginMetadata
This is the same database that contains contact
information documented above. In table
OriginMetadata are found SIM card numbers that
correspond to particular entries in the phone book
related by the contactId field.
/var/lib/ofono/310260956xxxxxx/gprs
file
This file contains the Internet connections
setting for the phone.
[context1]
Name=Internet/WebConnect
AccessPointName=epc.tmobile.com
[context2]
Name=T-Mobile MMS
AccessPointName=internet2.voicestream.com

Research challenges

During testing Autopsy, which was running in the VM, we were
unable to properly access the host filesystem, while it was able
to read the source file, some temporary index files were inaccessible and were causing errors. To resolve this problem,
the case was created within the guest OS (and after analysis
moved back). A similar problem was observed when the demo
version of MOBILedit was installed. Combined with the lack
of proper license, it became apparent this test would need to
be conducted later. Figs. B1–B3, Fig. C1, Fig. D1, Fig. D2, Fig. E1,
Figs. F1–F4.
During the initial series of tests after booting TWRP, the
phone entered a boot loop. It was attempted to switch the active slot from B to A, using TWRP, and the switching from A to
B, and for an unknown reason, the phone rejected loading the
TWRP image. We were unable to explain why this had happened as the bootloader was still unlocked. This was resolved
by re-flashing SailfishOS on to the device.

8.

Conclusion

Understanding of the target operating system installed on evidence devices is one of the most crucial steps during the
forensics investigations. It is becoming quite common for digital forensics investigators to encounter operating systems deployed in mobile devices that are not supported by the tools
in their arsenal. In such cases, a steep learning curve on the
acquisition, analysis, and examination of the target operating
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system would be troublesome and definitely time consuming.
The availability of forensically sound investigative guidelines
on such operating systems is highly appreciated by the practitioners, researchers, as well as the tool developers.
In this paper, we demonstrated exhaustive ways to acquire
data from a mobile device that SailfishOS is deployed to using
both commercial and open digital forensic tools. Moreover, we
also presented a list of forensics artifacts and their locations
in the SailfishOS in detail. When such an operating system is
found in the crime scene and needed to be analyzed, our work
would be extremely helpful for the investigators.

9.

Table A1 – Changes Introduced to Sony Xperia XA2.
Changes introduced to Xperia XA2 during testing

Future work

Aurora OS is a Russia branded and localized version of SailfishOS. Based on the documentation, it appears that both operating systems are identical. As part of our future work, we
will examine Aurora OS to validate and confirm if our results
from this research apply to it.
SailfishOS is designed to run Android applications. In
newer versions using compatibility layer 8.1, which is used in
Xperia XA2 (Telepathy Framework 2020), runs Dex bytecode
using ART (XA2 Android 8.1 ART or DALVIK 2020), inside a container. We are also interested in investigating the forensic artifacts which result in such execution.
Even though we presented our results gained using common forensic tools used by law enforcement and practitioners, our research was still limited to the available commercial
tools in our possession. However, we aim to broaden it and attempt acquisition and analysis using the methods described
above by utilizing other mobile device forensics software, such
as XRY, MOBILedit, FTK. Furthermore, MOBILedit claims it can
process SailfishOS devices, so it will be interesting to compare
capabilities and details in extraction.
Knowing TWRP provides an ADB interface, it would be also
interesting to see how the commercially available software
will behave if the phone was to have loaded TWRP before the
acquisition. Finally, automating the steps above to extract the
artifacts, would be useful from a practical point of view, as it
will benefit the practitioners.

Action taken

Time

TWRP acquire
OTG
Power on and
boot complete
Unlock phone
Phone book entry
Attempt a call
Attempt a text
message
Airplane mode
Calendar item
Note item
Take a picture
Location on
WiFi on
Setup Exchange
Done updating
email account
Visit web site:
cisco.com and
microsoft.com
Enable Developer
mode
Password for
SSH/root access
Enables remote
connection
Set IP (to
timestamp the
file change)
Cable plugged in
Shutdown

13:03

Duration, min

13:10
13:12
13:14
13:15
13:18
13:20
13:23
13:24
13:26
13:28
13:31
13:37
13:38

2

1

5

13:40
13:41
13:42
13:32
13:44
13:45

13:47
14:00

a

For operations taking longer than a minute, the time of completion
is recorded.

Appendix A. Changes introduced to Sony Xperia
XA2 during analysis
Table A1.
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Fig. B1 – List of mounted partitions.
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Fig. B2 – List of storage partitions.
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Fig. B3 – Full Partition Schema.
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Fig. B3 – Continued
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Fig. C1 – SSH, root shell, network interfaces.

Appendix C. SSH, root shell, network interfaces

Appendix D. Example acquisition using dd from
Sailfish root shell
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Fig. D1 – Acquisition using TWRP ADB, dd and netcat.

Fig. D2 – Acquisition using dd from Sailfish root shell.

Fig. E1 – List of files resulting from a TWRP backup and their file types.

Appendix F. Artifacts

Appendix E. Files Resulting from a TWRP Backup
Below you will observe the list of files contained in the TWRP
back up and how they are classified using the “file” command.
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Fig. F1 – List of services supported by accounts. Full table is shown to show the diversity.
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Fig. F2 – Contacts table.
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Fig. F4 – Table nssPublic - trusted root certificates storage.
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